
By Tim Mellow

A 25W OTL Tube Amplifier
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f vou have spent $500 or more
on 5m or so of exotic loudspeak-
er cable, have you ever wondered
about the 500m ofstandard copper

wire in the output transformers of your
tube amplifier? Audio output trans-
formers rre large, expensive compo-
nents that require complicated winding
arrangements in order to work properly
at high frequencies. Thev are the prime
culprits for the soft bass sound associ-
ated with tube amplifiers.

The main causes of this are iron core
saturation distortion and the winding
inductance which bypasses the loud-
speaker at low frequencies. Also, the
winding resistance tvpically wastes 100/o

of the output power. Hence, a lot of
iron and copper are required in order to
minimize these problems.

An alternative is the output trans-
former-less (OTL) tube amplifier. How-
eveE this concept is not easy to realize in
practice, other'"vise there would be more
ofthese around.

AMP OPTIONS
My OTL design offers several solutions.
First, in order to protect the loudspeak-
ers in the event of a fault, it needed to
be naturally current limiting without
using au-riliary protection circuits. An-
other problem was how to reirlize a sym-
metrical output stage when tubes do not
come as complementarv NPN and PNP
pairs as with transistors. One option was
to adopt the "circlotron" circuitl, which
was invented by Cecil Hall in 1951, but
that precluded the use of natural current
limiting and would have greatly compli-
cated the power supply configuration.

Instead, I designed a non-comple-
mentary totem-pole output stage using
a novel combination of loca1 feedback
and current drive in order to achieve
good symmetrv and cancellation of even
harmonics, as confirmed in subsequent
measurements. This configuration has
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more in common with the Futterman
circuit2, except that a long-tailed pair
of pentodes is used for the driver stage

instead of the concertina phase splitter.
The pentodes provide the current drive
as well as greater voltage swing than
triodes.

A general aim of the design was to
have as simpie a circuit as possible with
a minimal number of components in
the signal path as well as push-pull op-
eration throughout (Fig. 1). Push-pull
amplification not only cancels even har-
monic distortion, but also provides good
rejection of power supply ripple. In a

long-tailed pair, the supply current is
virtually DC so that the power supply is

effectively removed from the signai path.
Above all, I wanted a stable, reliable

design that would not need constant
readjusting. To this end, I incorporated

ample loop DC feedback, which-afier
initial adjustment-keeps the offset
voltage within 20mY between tube re-
placements. Similarly, the DC bias needs

hardly any adjustment over time.
I know that signal feedback is a con-

troversial issue and there are those who
maintain that the ultimate goal should
be 0dB. However, zero feedback in this
design would result in audible noise
and an output impedance of BQ, which
would severely affect the tonal balance

of most loudspeakers. I have applied
26dB of feedback, which is a similar
amount to most classic tube designs and
sets the output impedance to 0.4Q for
well-controlled bass. However, the ad-
vantage of a DIY amplifier is that you
can adjust the feedback to suit your own
taste. The simplest way to reduce the
feedback to 11dB is to omit the cou-
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FIGURE 1: 25W amplifier circuit.
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pling capacitors berween the first and
second stages.

Finallv, in order to drive normal
loudspeakers, I decided that I needed a

power rating of at least 20W. The obvi-
ous choice of output tube was the Rus-
sian designed 6C33C triode, because a

single pair can deliver 2.54 into an 8Q
load from a moderate 150V rail. This
enables the amplifier to deliver 25W
into an 8Q load or 40W into a 16Q load,
such as my full-range reflex-port loaded
Lowthers. If you can increase the load to
berween ,10 and 100f), then you can eas-

i1y obtain 50W of pure class A power.
I could only measure the distortion

without feedback (by injecting the signal
directly into the grid of the input tube)
because the distortion with feedback
was less than that of the signal genera-
tor. This gave 0.140lo THD at 2W with
an 8f) load without feedback, or 0.007o/o

with 26dB feedback. I am pleased to say

that, during the eight years since I built
this amplifier, only one fault has oc-
curred, which was an internal short-cir-
cuit in one of the output tubes. Luckily,
the HT fuse did its job and no further
damage occurred.

I have designed and built many tube
amps over the vears from push-pul1 ul-
tralinear to single-ended triode, using
home-wound transfbrmers. I have even
experimented with solid-state, but I
tend to be highlv critical of my own

work and have never been fully satis-
fied rvith the results until now. This
amp (Photo 1) just lets me enjoy the
ambience and natural tonal color of a

real performance. Unfortunately, it is
somewhat unforgiving of recent highly
compressed recordings, rather preferring
early stereo classical and jazz vinyl LPs
made with simple tube equipmenr.

CIRCUIT DETAITS
The signal from input phono socket
SK1 is fed to the grid of V1a via the
volume control RV1, C1, and R1. Shunt
feedback is provided by resistors R1 and
R3, which mix the output and input
signals to set the overall ma-rimum gain
to a value of R3/R1, which is about
29. In other words, an input voltage of
500mV is required to produce 25W into
an 8C) load. When RV1 is set to maxi-
mum, the input impedance is about 26k
due to RV1 in parallel with R1.

I included capacitor C1 to marimize
DC feedback. When there is no offset,
the grid of V1a is at the same poten-
tial as that of V1b, which is grounded
via R4. However, small differences in
grid to cathode voltages of each section,
due to mismatch, can produce a voltage
at the grid of V1a. This also appears
across the loudspeaker as a DC offset
because the ,l0006 DC feedback path,
via R3, keeps the input and output volt-
ages equal. You can adjust trimmer RV2
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to null the ofTset.

An alternative arrangement is to
applv the input signal to the grid of V1b
with series feedback applied to the grid
of V1a. This has the advantage of allow-
ing higher input impedance (1M, for
example). However, it would also tend
to unbalance the input stage slightlv,
unless you use an "ideal" solid-state cur-
rent source in place of R7. Of course,
you could achieve excellent noise im-
munity by using a preamplifier with a

balanced output and then applying this
to both grids of V1 r'ia C1 and C2.

The input stage, which is formed by
V1 and its associated components, acts
as a long-tailed pair phase splitter. The
high DC voltage across R7 provides a

near constant-current that is split be-
rween the two halves of V1. This means
that if the current through one half in-
creases by a certain amount, the current
through the other half must decrease by
the same amount in order for the sum
of the rwo currents to remain constant.

As these currents also flow thror-rgh
the anode load resistors R5 and R6, the
output voitage developed across one of

them must also incredse bv the same
amount that the voltage across the other
decreases. An attractive feature of long-
tailed pairs is that the current drawn
from the supply is near constant DC.
In other words, the supply is largely
excluded from the signal path, and this
reduces its effect on the sound quality.

The neon bulb N1 serves to limit the
heater-cathode voltage on both halves
of V1 to about 65V maximum during
warmup. It is uniit during normal op-
eration.

The balanced outpurs from the input
stage are coupled to the grids of V2 and
V3 via C3 and C,1. There is also par-
tial DC coupling via R8 and R9. The
driver stage, formed bv V2 and V3 and
their associated components, aiso acts
as a long-tailed pair. The outputs of this
stage are directlv coupled to the grids
of V4 and V5, which form the ourput
stage. Tiimmer RV3 allows the voltage
developed on the grids of V4 and V5
to be adjusted in order to set the output
stage bias current.

The choice of bias current involves a
trade-off between tube life and distor-

tion. In theory, vou can bias the output
tubes up to ,100m4 ma-ximum, at which
point their anodes dissipate 60W. This
gives the lowest distortion. However,
-vou can achieve a much extended tube
life with a lower bias current of, say,
200m4. This also reduces the consider-
able amount of heat produced by the
amplifierl

I used pentodes in the driver stage
because they can swing greater volt-
ages than triodes and also because they
make excelient current sources. The 1at-
ter ensures symmetry within the output
stage. Another benefit of the pentode is
the virtual absence of Miller capacirance
between the anode and control grid, due
to the presence of a screen grid. This in-
creases the bandwidth of the stage and
eliminates the need for frequency com-
pensation components in order to make
the amplifier stable when feedback is
applied. The onlv disadvantage is that
they produce slightlv more odd-order
harmonic distortion than triodes.

However, the trF86 was designed for
audio and, as such, is more linear than,
for example, a variable-mu RF pentode.
It was used very successfully in the driv-
er stage of the famous Qrad II ampli-
fier. You can see the need for a current
driver by analvzing the output stage.

V,l is a cathode follower. This means
that there is 1000/o negative feedback
between the cathode and the grid,
which results in less than unity gain
and reduced output impedance. V5 is
an anode follower and, in order for it to
have the same gain and output imped-
ance as V4, it must have 100%o nega-
tive feedback befween the anode and
grid. This is achieved bv using a currenr
driver, which, by definition, has very
high source impedance that does not
attenuate the feedback, which is routed
via R1,3. Although the DC voltages on
the anodes o{ V2 and V3 are not the
same, this does not really matter much
because, for a given grid voltage, pen-
todes tend to produce an anode current
that is largely independent ofthe anode
voltage. That, after all, is the definition
ofa current source.

R15 ensures that the grid of V1a is
always grounded during warmup. in
case no loudspeaker is connected. The
gas discharge tube, N2, ensures that the
output voltage is kept within safe lim-
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its under all conditions. If the output
exceeds 90V, it strikes and then clamps

the output to a low safe voltage until the

output voltage has dropped below this
(Fig.2).

POWER SUPPLY
Although the power suppil, is fairly
conventional (Fig. 3) and therefore in
littie need of description. there are a few

points worthy of note: In the event of a

fault forcing the output stage latch ei-
ther up or down, R29 provides a means

of limiting the current through the out-
put stage and loudspeaker. If its value

were too small, either an output tube or
the loudspeaker or both could be dam-
aged. If its value were too high, a small

offset voltage across the loudspeaker
could cause a signi{icant imbalance in
the supplv voltages HT2 and HT4.

Fuses F1 and F2 are provided in the

unlikely event that both driver tubes, V2
and V3, fail (or not being plugged in),
thus causing an excessive current to flow
through both output tubes V4 and V5.
In theory, only one fuse is needed, but
two are included here in order that any

nonlineariry they produce is symmetri-
cal. When connected directly in series

with a loudspeaker, fuses are a known
source of thermal nonlinearity. At low
frequencies, their resistances vary with
current to produce harmonic distor-
tion. At higher frequencies, the thermal
time constant is such that they produce

dynamic compression. However, in this
circuit, ir is likelv that the high inter-
nal impedances of V4 and V5 would
swamD the small nonlinear resistances

of the fuses. Possible improvements to
this design could include the use of a

DC supply for the heaters of V1 and a

delay timer circuit to ensure that HT2
and HT4 are only applied when all the

tubes have warmed up.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATI ONS
A list of components needed is shown

in Table 1. The choice of smoothing
capacitors C8-C11 is important because

these definitely are in the signal path
between the output tubes and loud-
speaker and therefore should be ofgood
quality. They should be free of internal
vibration, which means that they should

not "sing" when the ampli{ier is driving
a dummy load. Unfortunatell', since I

fitted the excellent Elna "cerafine" ca-

pacitors, they appear to have been dis-
continued. Instead, I have listed Elna
"tonerex" as replacements, although I
have never tried them. As for coupling
capacitors, I recommend polypropylene
for reliabilit1., although you mav prefer
to use the more expensive paper in oil

types. I have been put off by the number
of these that I have had to replace in
vintage equipment, but I am probably
being unfair.

In many places, there are potentially
high voltages during warmup, so the
resistors must have the correct voltage
ratings as well as power handling. The
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FIGURE 2: Harmonic distortion spectrum + noise without feedback due to lkHz tone
(2W into 8Q).
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Maplin 2W resistors can withstand
500V DC and are an excellent value,
e_specially because they are sold singly.
Also, they sound good, having a low
noise floor of lprV/V and low tempera-
ture coefficient of 5Oppm/.C.

You will observe from photo 2 that
the layout is a little cramped; I recom-
mend using a larger chassis than the 12,,
x 9" x 3" one that I used. The ampli-
fier produces quite a lot ofheat and ide-
alh. the tubes should have more space
around them for air to circulate. There

should also be good ventilation under-
neath the chassis.

While the retro stvle toggle switch on
the front may look nice, the routing of
the wires to it proved somewhat prob-
lematic. Notice the aluminum foil that
I had to wrap around them to shield
the sensitive input stage from the mains
frequency radiation plus high frequency
harmonics. This is exacerbated by the

fact that the current only flows dur-
ing short pulses while the rectifier di_
odes are conducting. If possible, fit a

rotary mains switch near the back with
a long extension spindle or use a relay. I
used tag strips throughout because this
is a prototype and I knew from expe-
rience that design revisions would be
likely. Connecring components directly
to the tube sockets is generally a good
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idea because it keeps the signal paths
short except in the case of the output
tubes because the heat they produce will
eventually destroy the component.

Before you switch on, check that the
trinimer RV2 is in roughly mid posi-
tion and that RV3 is set for minimum
resistance. It is a good idea to arrange
the connections so that this is the most
anticlockwise setting. Then you can turn
RV3 clockwise to increase the bias cur-
rent from pracrically zero to the desired
setting (I set it to 200mA), using the
ammeter M1. During normal operation,
M1 hardly twitches, so it is not a VIJ
meterl However, it is reassuring to have
it there as an earlv warning in case any-
thing goes wrong.

Another good idea is to power up
the amplifier the first time without any
tubes piugged in just to check all the
power supply voltages. After plugging
in the tubes and setting the bias current,
readjust RV3 ifnecessary after about 20
minutes. Then connect a millivoltmeter
across the loudspeaker terminals and
adjust RV2 to zero the reading. Always
do this with the volume set to mini-
mum or the input socket shorted.

When the amplifier is working, never
switch it on again immediately after
s'rvitching off or you will probably blow
a fuse. Also, it is useful to have an aero-
sol can ofcontact cleaner handy because
the tube pins and sockets tend to oxi-
dize and will need a cleanup from time
to time.

I.INKS TO SUPPTIERS
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:
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C 1. C2 ................. Capaeit0r, l pF 450V polypsoryhne Arss,
C3, C4.........-......Capachor 0.1lrl 63$/ polypropylene

Ansar

C5........................Capacit0r, topF zSW elefir0lytic

C6, C7, Cl8.........Capaciror, 100p.F 25(W elecrrotytic

C8, C9, C10-15...Capacitor 6800Uf 63V etectrolytic Etna
-tonerex' 

or Samwha "for audio'

C16, C17. C19.,..,Capaeitor, l00pF S00V elecirolgb

Dl, 02, 03, 04..Diode {fast ncorery}, m60n8 6Ä 600V

05. 06........,.......0i0de, 1N4000 tÅ B{X}V

FS1. FS2....,........Fuse and holder, 3, lbA 20mn

M1.......................Ammere1 0-1A DC

N'1.......,................ Neon lamp, wira ended, T2

N2.........,,,.............Gas discharge lube (GDT). 90V DC sparkover

N3..................,.....Ne0n indicator. lanel mounted

PL1.................,..".P|ug, IEC chassis

R1, R2...........,.....Resis10r. 34k 0.1% 0.25W precision metal

film Welwyn

F3, R4.........-.......Resistol 1M 0.1% 0.2bW grecision netal
film Welwyn

R5, R6.................Resist01 100k 0.1% 0.25W precision

metal film Welwyn

R7........................Besist0r, 470k 1% 2w 500v meral film

Maplin

R8, R9.................Resistor, 4M7 5% 0.5\il 3.5kv metal film

Vishay {match pairs to within 1%}

R10, R11.............Resist01 1M l% 2W S00V metal film

Maolin

RE RR, R15....Resistor, l00k l% 2W 500V r8etat filrn

Maplin

R14......................Resisr0r, tsk S% 0.SW merat film

R16......................Resisr0r. 10k b% 0.5W carbon film

Rl7-fl.................Resist0r, 47R S% 0.5W carbon film

fl21; R22.............fiesist0r, Ik 5% 0,5W carbon film

ff2330,...............Resistot 10k 5% 0.bW carbon film

R31, R32.....,.......Resisrot lk S% lW carbon film

R33.....................Resisr0r, lk 5% l0W wire wound

Welwyn

RV1......................Resist0r, variable l00k

RV2......................Resistor, lrimmer 1k 20-turn lW cermet

Spectrol + 32mm panel moufil adaptor

RV3......................Resistot tilmmer 10k 20+lrn lW cermet

Spectr0l + 32mm panel moant adapbr

S1........................Switch, double pole single rhrow 250V

AC 5A

SK1 ......"..........."..S0cke1, ph0n0

SK2..,...........,......Termina|s (shrouded) to suit loadspeaker

cable

T1........................Mains transformer. 6V + 6V'lbVA

T2........................Mains transformet t2V + l2V 22SVA

T3..........-.............Mains lransformet 120V + l20V 625VA

VI..............."........Tube, ECC83 + BgA socker

V2. V3.-..-............Tube, EF86 {matched Fair} + gg4 ,or*.,
V4, V5.................Tube. 6C33C {matched pair) + socket

Chelmer

Chassis............-...Steel, 17" x '|0" x 3" Hammond
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